Here below are directions on how to donate to the endowed fund:

The **Professor Abbas Bahri Endowment for Research in Mathematics** fund will be held in perpetuity at Rutgers University.

The endowed fund is the source of funding for the **Professor Abbas Bahri Excellence Fellowship for Graduate Research in Mathematics**.

The annual distribution of the endowed fund, and therefore the annual fellowship amount, may be augmented if additional contributions are made to the fund.

Donations to the endowed fund can be made in any of the following ways:

- **TO DONATE ONLINE**: Copy and Paste: [Support.rutgers.edu/BahriFund](http://Support.rutgers.edu/BahriFund)

- **TO DONATE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER**: Make payable to Rutgers University Foundation making reference to the "Professor Abbas Bahri Endowment for Research in Mathematics", and mail to:
  Accounting Department - Rutgers University Foundation 120 Albany Street Plaza - Tower 1/Suite 201 - New Brunswick, NJ 08901

- **TO DONATE WITH A WIRE TRANSFER**: Instructions below, or contact the Gift Accounting Office at Rutgers University at 848-932-8020. Bank wire transfers should be made to:

  Rutgers University Foundation Restricted Account
  Wells Fargo Bank
  120 Albany Street
  New Brunswick, NJ 08901
  Routing/ABA # 121000248
  Account # 2041620078615
  Swift Code (if International): WFBIUS6S
  Allocation Description - "Professor Abbas Bahri Endowment for Research in Mathematics"

**ATTENTION**

Thank you for your support for the **Professor Abbas Bahri Excellence Fellowship for Graduate Research in Mathematics**.

Donations to increase the annual award amount of the Abbas Bahri Excellence Fellowship are of two types: 1. Separate annual gifts to the Math Department; 2. Donation to The Professor Abbas Bahri Endowment for Research in Mathematics.

Donations of the first type are 100% used to augment the fellowship award, while donations of the second type become part of the perpetual endowed fund and only the earnings portion is distributed annually for the fellowship awards. If you intended to make a gift of the first type, you should leave this page and follow the directions given in the previous page on how to make a SEPARATE ANNUAL GIFT.
Please notify Carrie Novella in the Accounting Department of any scheduled wire transactions: carrie.novella@ruf.rutgers.edu. The following information must be submitted:

- Date of transfer
- Transfer amount
- Originator Name (Donor)
- Originator ID #

**Allocation Description** - "Professor Abbas Bahri Endowment for Research in Mathematics"

**Assessment Fee:** To help support development efforts on behalf of Rutgers, Rutgers Foundation assess a 10% gift fee against any contribution to the Fund less than 10,000 USD, and a 5% gift fee against any contribution 10,000 USD or more.